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Stop immigration, 
Stop holding us here. 
let immigration end.
so we have a chance.

 to start over start over. 
 

Oh how i would love
 to start over.

 Oh how i would love 
to give my kids a better life .

 Before I knew we weren’t aloud 
I would dream.

 
I would dream all day long

 about a better life. 
I would have Loved to start over

 and let my kids “ PL A YYY “
In our big yard for “Ho Urs”.

 
 Every “ AFTERRRNOONNN” after

school .
I dream that the wall will come down 

green cards will no longer exist . 
I dream that we will stop the neglect 

and everyone will be able to start
fresh. 

 
I hope that one day I will be able to

give
my kids a better life . Stop immigration

 





PRESS RELEASE
Since the beginning of the country's political history,

immigration has been a
central issue in discussions about economic, security,
and humanitarian issues. But why is that ? Why is it so

horrible that immigrants want to start a new life
somewhere else ? "President Donald Trump put the
issues back at the center of public debate with his

unprecedented efforts to curb immigration and reshape
asylum policy. Mean while President Joe Biden pledged
to reverse Trump’s actions and reform the system" I feel

as though Everyone needs a chance to at something
new because they have families/people to care for and

they want them to have a better life.about 45 million
people out of a total of nearly 332 million in 2020,

according to the Census Bureau. Together, immigrants
and their U.S.-born children make up about 26 percent

of U.S. inhabitants, and some researchers have
predicted that this number will reach 36 percent by

2065.
 



I chose this topic because people in the world have
reasons as to why they want to start over with new
lives. They have reasons why thy want to give their
families a better life meanwhile people are taking

that away from them like it's nothing. This
personally has nothing to do with me I just see so

many cases on people being deported and I feel as
though this should be a known problem in this

world.

Aamiyah A, Torres



my information

Web url.. Key findings about
U.S. immigrants - Pew

Research Center. I didn't have
much so i put a little

something together using
every letter and made it a

design peice. I based my poem
off of A Poem called

"Friendship“ by Nikki Giovanni.
I incorporated her quintet

stanzas. 


